Host Shann says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<mission summary for USS Andromeda  10010.08>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Shann says:
The captured AT Members have been loaded onto an escape pod and jeticouned out into space. The pirates belive beeter to get rid of the evidence.  The XO and CTo, haveing found where the CIV and the CMo  were attacked, have retrieved the CMO's weapons for here ( Knowing if they didnt' they wouldn't live long faceign her wrath)

Host Shann says:
The AT is just entering  sensor range of the escape pod.

Host Shann says:
Mean while the ANdy is starting comunications with a Scintific base.  Theat is showing high energy outputs, and possible connection to the Jem Hadar they are faceing.

Host Shann says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<begin mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>..

OPS_Rogers says:
::Sitting at his console, trying to verify the signal from the station::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
@:: clicks components from her hypospray to her comm badge and attempt to send a subspace emergency message to her ship,  Taken prisoner, separated from all others, request assistance, The Raven ::

TO_Senek says:
::Stands at Tactical, still scanning the research facility::

CSO_Sketek says:
TO: Any signs of weaponry?

CTO_Deimon says:
$::flies the Persues  strait ahead and looks down at sensors  and wonders how he let the others be captured... it's almost as if he wasn't even there...::

CSO_Sketek says:
::Monitoring energy output of the facility::

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  The TO finds basic armory

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  The CSO finds the energy out put is slowy returning to lower levels

JAG_Vetrov says:
@:: In the escape pod, still fighting to stay consciuos ::

CSO_Sketek says:
CO: Their energy levels are dropping. Perhaps now I can get better results from scans.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
@:: scans the CNS with her tricorder::

SO_Sketek says:
::Tries to scan lifeforms of the facility::

Host Captain_Turner says:
COMM:Vulcan: Stop it from what?

TO_Senek says:
CSO: Several hand phasers and few low-power phaser banks, but they aren't a threat to us.

OPS_Rogers says:
::Decides to go over recent JH encounters in this area::

CNS_Shania says:
@::Unconsious::

CSO_Sketek says:
CO: There are no Jem'Hadars in that facility. Just standard federation races.

JAG_Vetrov says:
@::Finally wakes up :: CMO: Do you have anything in that medkit of yours for this pain? :: Spoken with difficulty ::

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  The AT picks up the Escape pod on sensors

CTO_Deimon says:
$::wonders what this strange signal could mean:: Self: The Raven?

TO_Senek says:
::Scans for the pirate ship and the ion trail::

OPS_Rogers says:
::Gets the results from the encounters and gets back to verifying the signal::

Host Shann says:
<VF> COM: Andy:  To prevent the Jem hadar from needing it .

CTO_Deimon says:
$ Self: RAVENPROWLER!!! ::scans and picks up the escape pod:: Here comes the cavalry guys ::pilots the shuttle to port and heads for the escape pod::

Host Shann says:
ACTION: The TO finds the trail heads to the facility and then disapeares

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
@:: gets out her hypo spray and administers a pain killer::

CSO_Sketek says:
::Sees the TO's scan on his screen:: TO: They are hiding a pirate vessel there.

Host Captain_Turner says:
COMM:VF: Why would we want to do that? The last I checked they Jem Hadar were our enemies.

TO_Senek says:
CSO: yes..

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  OPS finds that the USS Hamilton, and the USS Claymore both ahd encounter with Jem Hadar in this region

JAG_Vetrov says:
@:: Clearer now :: CMO: Thanks. What's happened since we left the planet?

CTO_Deimon says:
$::reaches over to the engineering-tactical station to activate the transporter and beam all life signs on the escape pod aboard the Perseus ::

TO_Senek says:
CO: Sir, the ion trail we followed to this system is leading down to the facility.

Host Captain_Turner says:
CSO: Keep scanning for Jem Hadar life signs. Try a passive scan to poke through any masking they may have.

TO_Senek says:
CO: Apparently the pirates have landed there.

CTO_Deimon ::energizes:: (Transporter.wav)

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
@:: administers a sedative for the CNS, assuring her comfort ::

CSO_Sketek says:
CO: Aye sir.

OPS_Rogers says:
Self: Hmm... the hamilton is destroyed so no info from there... Maybe I could get something from the claymore...

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
@CIV:: they got rid of us to much of A risk me thinks::

CSO_Sketek says:
::Modifies lifeform scan pattern and tries again to detect Jem'Hadars::

Host Captain_Turner says:
TO: Are there any Jem Hadar vessels in the area? And can you pin point where the pirates have landed?

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
@CIV:: we are in a pod, I have attempted subspace communications with the ship::

Host Shann says:
<VF> COMM:  My puropose is to aid the suffering of life forms what ever they maybe If you like I can transport over and show you my findings.

JAG_Vetrov says:
@CMO: And now we're here, floating helpless... maybe not...

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  The CTO si able to transport the CMO,CIV, and CNS onto the ship

Host Captain_Turner says:
CSO: Also see if there are any Jem Hadar life signs comming from the pirate vessel.

CSO_Sketek says:
CO: It's no use. There are no Jem'Hadar there. That's a fact.

OPS_Rogers says:
CO: Sir, the USS Claymore recently had an encounter with the JH in this area. Perhaps we should contact them and try to get information on them?

TO_Senek says:
CO: The trail heads directly for the facility and then disappears. I haven't been able to locate the ship yet.

Host Captain_Turner says:
COMM:VF: That would be acceptable. Standby for transport.

CTO_Deimon says:
@::looks back:: You guys ok?

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
@:: stuggles to lie the Cns down, and secure her for transport::

TO_Senek says:
::Tries to scan the end of the ion trail for the pirate ship, keeps an eye on LRS reports for any vessels in near space::

Host Captain_Turner says:
TO/CSO: Do you reccomend dropping our shields for transports? Are we sure they have no weapons?

CSO_Sketek says:
CO: Their weapons can't even penetrate our navigational shields.

JAG_Vetrov says:
@:: Materialises on the Perseus and looks around ::

CEO_Martin says:
::is sitting at the engineering console on the bridge, keeping the Andy at pek readyness::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
@:: CTO , I have two with significant  injuries that are stable for now, I need to get them back from the ship::

OPS_Rogers says:
CO: Sir, the USS Claymore recently had an encounter with the JH in this area. Perhaps we should contact them and try to get information from them?

Host Captain_Turner says:
CSO: Understood.

Host Captain_Turner says:
OPS: Good idea Lt. Get on that and let me know when you have them.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
@CTO:: are you in contact with the ship?::

OPS_Rogers says:
CO: Aye, sir.

CTO_Deimon says:
CMO:That could be looked as bad... Yes..... I don't sauppose we actually accomplished our mission have we?

TO_Senek says:
CO: We could safely drop our shields.

OPS_Rogers says:
::Attempts to hail the claymore and get information from them::

Host Shann says:
<VF>COMM Andy: I am waiting. I have my findigns right here.

Host Captain_Turner says:
TO: I want you to meet me with 2 security teams in transporter room 2 to recieve the Vulcan scientist.

JAG_Vetrov says:
@:: Tries to get up, but only for a short period of time ::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
@CTO :: inform the CO of a medical emergency and as soon as we are able get us transported directly to sickbay::

TO_Senek says:
CO: Yes sir, on my way.

CTO_Deimon says:
@CMO:Ok, I guess we'll go back later, setting course for the Andy ::sets course and engages::

Host Captain_Turner says:
OPS: Prepare to beam the Vulcan scientist over when the security teams have arrived in Transporter room 2. ::Stands and heads to the TL::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
@:: glares at the CIV, you stay down SIR, or I will put you out.::

TO_Senek says:
::Heads for a TL, taps comm badge:: *Sec teams* Security teams 1 and 2, meet me at transporter room 2.

OPS_Rogers says:
CO: Aye sir, let me know when to energize.

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Enters the TL with the TO::

TO_Senek says:
::TL gets underway::

Host Captain_Turner says:
TL: Transporter room 2. ::TL whirs to life::

JAG_Vetrov says:
@::sits down slowly :: Self: :: grumbles :: Doctor's orders...

TO_Senek says:
::TL stops::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Feels the TL arrive at TR 2 and prepares to exit::

OPS_Rogers says:
::Gets a line with the claymore, but is getting the runaround::

TO_Senek says:
::Exits TL and heads for TR2, where the security teams wait::

OPS_Rogers says:
::Attempts to beam the vulcan to the ship::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
@:: rips off the CNS's comm badge Ravenprowler to Captain Turner::

CTO_Deimon says:
COMM:Andy: This is Perseus to Andromeda, Deimon here. Requesting 3 for emergency beam up to sickbay a soon as I'm in range

Host Shann says:
ACTION : the Vulcan scinctist apears

TO_Senek says:
::Sees the Vulcan appear::

OPS_Rogers says:
::Gets the message:: COMM: Perseus: Please hold.

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  The Andy gets the message from the Claymore and the Perseus

OPS_Rogers says:
*CO*: The Perseus is asking for three emergency transports to sickbay.

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Exits the TL::

CEO_Martin says:
::is still keeping the Andy at peek readyness::

Host Captain_Turner ::Taps commbadge::  (#.wav)

Host Captain_Turner says:
*OPS*: Are they within range?

OPS_Rogers says:
COMM: Claymore: We have heard that you have come in contact with the JH in this area. Would you mind giving us some information on them?

Host VulcanScientist says:
<C> COMM: Andy:  I'm transferign you to The CMO.. ::tranfers::

Host VulcanScientist says:
::walks up to the security guys::  So many people ?  how illogical.

OPS_Rogers says:
*CO*: They will be soon.

TO_Senek says:
VS: No, it is not illogical at all.

Host VulcanScientist says:
TO: where si your captain?

TO_Senek says:
VS: He should be right with us.

CSO_Sketek says:
::Tries to verify Perseus' location on LRS::

OPS_Rogers says:
::Calculates time until the perseus is in range::

OPS_Rogers says:
*CO*: The Perseus will be in range in 20 minutes.

Host Captain_Turner says:
*OPS*: Beam them aboard as soon as they are withing range. Turner out.

Host VulcanScientist says:
ACTION:  The CSo can see the Perseus on the LRS

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Enters TR 2 and approaches the Vulcan scientist::

CEO_Martin says:
::checks over tatical data for any abnormalties::

CorziEndo says:
$::sitting in his office, spinning in the chair... until he hears a beep::

JAG_Vetrov says:
@::Leans against the bulkhead, thinking and talking ot himself::

OPS_Rogers says:
COMM: Perseus: Thank you for holding, you will be in transporter range in 20 minutes.

Host VulcanScientist says:
CO:  Captain, I take it?

OPS_Rogers says:
::Wonders how many more people he'll have to go through until he gets someone that can give him information::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Raises hand in a V shape:: VS: I am Captain Turner. Live long and prosper.

Host VulcanScientist says:
::returns gesture::

CorziEndo says:
$::has a slight headache from the spinning and from Jazz's screaming but hits the button and the little terminal in front of him becomes the OPS officer of the Andromeda::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
@:: check the vital signs and condition of the CNS::

Host Captain_Turner says:
VS: I'm sorry I didn't get your name.........

Host VulcanScientist says:
CO: T'Zivu

CTO_Deimon says:
@CMO:Doc, we've got some med equitment in the back, it's not a sickbay but.... Mental note, put a medical pod in one of the special purpose pods spots

TO_Senek says:
::Signalss the security teams to leave::

CSO_Sketek says:
::Tries to detect any neutrino radiation coming from power supplies on the surface::

Host VulcanScientist says:
ACTIOn:  The Cns life signs ate weak but stable

CorziEndo says:
$COM: OPS: This is Lt. Corzi Endo of the Claymore... who are you?

OPS_Rogers says:
COMM: Corzi: Hello, this is LtJG Rogers of the USS Andromeda. We have heard that you have had an encounter with the JH recently. We are in the same area as you were so would you mind giving us some information on them?

Host Captain_Turner says:
T'Zivu: Its a pleasure to meet you. I hate to cut to the chase but what is this research you are doing? And what Jem Hadar do you propose to help?

Host VulcanScientist says:
:: walks past the CO  and follows the security teams::

CTO_Deimon says:
@Self: C'mon Perseus, don't fail me now....

CNS_Shania says:
@::Groans a bit::

CorziEndo says:
$::leans back in his chair:: COM: OPS: Well... it was a bit more than a mere encounter... what exactly do you want to know? Their living habits? Their eating habits? Their killing habits?

TO_Senek says:
::Follows T'Zivu::

Host VulcanScientist says:
CO: My job is to make sure that the Jem hadar are well cared for.

CSO_Sketek says:
CEO: Try to confirm these readings. I may have the pirate ships on our sensors. I scanned for the neutrino radiation since annihilation releases neutrinos.

OPS_Rogers says:
COMM: Corzi: Anything that you have on them. We are going to possibly face them soon and would like to have any information that would help us come out on top.

CEO_Martin says:
CSO: okay ::skims over the readings, and then gets to work::

Host Captain_Turner says:
T'Zivu: Job according to whose orders? And where are these Jem Hadar you are supposed to be helping? Last I heard they were still our enemies.

Host VulcanScientist says:
CO:  Right here.......

Host VulcanScientist says:
ACTION:  The facad of the Vulcan disapeas and Jem Har appears like shape shifter , grabs an unsuspecting Tach officer and dives into the nearest Jefferies tube

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
@CTO:: they are stable for now, but we need to get them back to the ship::

CorziEndo says:
$COM: OPS: Ah, well first I'd evacuate all non-essential personell... those Jem'Hadar can really do some damage... especially since they can change shape...

CEO_Martin says:
::enters the info into her console, and attempts to confirm the readings as pirate ships::

Host JemHadar says:
ACTION :  The Co and To hear a guggling scream then a thud , and then silence.

OPS_Rogers says:
COMM: Corzi: Change shape? since when?

TO_Senek says:
::Runs after the shapeshifter, takes his phaser out and sets it to kill::

CTO_Deimon says:
@CMO:I'm making tracks as fast as these poor engines can carry us, but we've still got about a 10 to 15 minute trip left

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
@Andromeda OPS:: have  you informed the CO of the Medical emergency and the condition of the the CNS and CIV::

Host JemHadar says:
ACTION: The TO findsy the body of his security officer blocking the way. His brain and spinal cord eaten away.

CorziEndo says:
$COM: OPS: Don't ask me, I was as confused as you... I let a nurse on board that turned out to be a Jem'Hadar... she had a firm grip

Host Captain_Turner says:
*OPS*: Take us back to red alert! Seal off all Jeffies Tubes!

OPS_Rogers says:
COMM: CMO: Yes, we will beam you to sickbay when you are in range.

OPS_Rogers says:
::Engages red alert and seals all tubes::

Host Captain_Turner  (Alert.wav)

CSO_Sketek says:
OPS: Why did he order to seal all Jeffries tubes?

Host JemHadar says:
ACTION:  The tubes are sealed with force feilds

CorziEndo says:
$::massages his neck a bit:: COM: OPS: A VERY firm grip... I'd arm everyone on board too... and put the phasers on kill or higher

OPS_Rogers says:
CSO: I don't know, but it must be something bad.

TO_Senek says:
:.Gets out of the tube just before the field appears ::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
@DR.Ravenprowler to Andromeda Sickbay:: Attention all staff, I want two surgical teams ready on our arrival, one for neural and vasular, and one for abdominal explorotory laporotomy, is that understood?::

OPS_Rogers says:
COMM: Corzi: Thank you for the information.

OPS_Rogers says:
COMM: Corzi: Is there any way to stop them that you know of?

CorziEndo says:
$COM: OPS: One more thing... make sure to stay away from jeffries tubes at all times

Host Captain_Turner says:
*CSO*: Scan the entire ship for Jem Hadar and founder life signs or a combination of the 2! Scan the research facility for them too!!

TO_Senek says:
*CSO*: Use internal sensors to look for lifesigns in jeffries tubes near TR2.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
Sickbay to Ravenprowler:: Understood Ma'am,::

OPS_Rogers says:
COMM: Corzi: Why is that?

CorziEndo says:
$COM: OPS: By phaser... very high setting

Host JemHadar says:
ACTION:  The power on the deck goes out and all is dark....

CSO_Sketek says:
*CO/TO*: Aye.

Host JemHadar says:
ACTION:  a lonley howl comes fromt he tubes.

CorziEndo says:
$COM: OPS: That's how they travel... watch for your head too...

CSO_Sketek says:
::Scans immediately for any shapeshifting lifesigns::

OPS_Rogers says:
::Sees that the power on the deck has gone out::

CSO_Sketek says:
::With internal sensors::

Host JemHadar says:
ACTION: The Jemhadar doesnt' apear on scanns

OPS_Rogers says:
COMM: Corzi: Thanks for the information. we have just gone to red alert. I will have to close communications. Thanks again.

CSO_Sketek says:
*CO*: It's no use. They can fool our internal sensors. I can't detect them.

Host JemHadar says:
ACTION:  another scream is heard......then a thunk

OPS_Rogers says:
::Closes the signal to the claymore::

CorziEndo says:
$::sees the power go out behind OPS:: COM: OPS: Sure... good luck... if you need a hand, don't hesitate to call on us

Host Captain_Turner says:
*Shipwide*: All personel this is the Captain. Arm yourselves.

TO_Senek says:
::Calls the teams back and calls in some new:: Teams: I want two guards at every jeffries tube exit on this section and on the deck above and below us.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
@::set to preliminary attempts at homostasis for the CNS, sealing her wounds and administering a strong antibiotic ::

OPS_Rogers says:
All on bridge: I think I know why we were ordered to seal the tubes.

OPS_Rogers says:
::Tries to restore power to the deck::

CSO_Sketek says:
CEO: Is it possible to emit gamma radiation to the Jeffries tubes? That'd kill all the living things there.

CEO_Martin says:
::turns in her seat:: OPS: what do you mean Will?

Host Captain_Turner says:
*OPS*: I want you to issue commands to all personel to obtain tricorders we may have to do these scans the hard way. Inch by inch. Cover the entire ship.

CEO_Martin says:
CSO: hmm, it may be a bit difficult, but it should be possible

OPS_Rogers says:
CEO: The JH travel through the tubes... perhaps one slipped on board when we let our shields down for the transport.

OPS_Rogers says:
*CO*: Aye sir.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
@:: sees her bat'leth and returns it to her back, grabs up her taj and sheathes it,  moves over to the CIV and checks his status and vitals::

OPS_Rogers says:
::Issues the orders through a shipwide communication::

TO_Senek says:
::Heads for the bridge::

CSO_Sketek says:
CEO: I think that we should try it since there are no our crew on the tubes right now.

JAG_Vetrov says:
@:: Looks at CMO:: CMO: I guess the question is, am I gonna make it, Doc?

Host JemHadar says:
ACTION:  the power to the decks  can not be restored

OPS_Rogers says:
::Moves to the closest weapons locker and gets a phaser rifle and then issues one to everyone on the bridge::

TO_Senek says:
*CSO*: Have you found any life signs from the tubes?

CSO_Sketek says:
::Takes a phaser rifle and puts it on a maximum setting::

CTO_Deimon says:
@CMO:We've got 3 minutes Doc, they gonna make it?

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Heads back to the Bridge:: TL: Bridge.

CSO_Sketek says:
*TO*: No. Whatever they are, they don't appear on our internal sensors.

OPS_Rogers says:
CEO: I can't get power back to the deck that the captain and the security team is on. Perhaps I should go down there and try to restore power manually?

CEO_Martin says:
CSO: alright

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
@gathers the CIV's face in her hand and looks him in the eye, you will be fine::

Host JemHadar says:
<from sick bay>*bridge*:  sir somethign is weird down here we just had a body drop through our air vents.....

OPS_Rogers says:
Self: Oh no...

CEO_Martin says:
 OPS: hmmm...no, if the power's out then the TL will be out for that deck, and since the jefferies tubes are off limits for the moment....

Host JemHadar says:
ACTION: The TL goes no where

TO_Senek says:
*CSO*: Understood.

OPS_Rogers says:
CEO: Ok.

JAG_Vetrov says:
@CMO: Alright... I'm in good... hands.

OPS_Rogers says:
::Gets back to his console and continues to try to restore power::

Host JemHadar says:
ACTIOn: over the open com there is a series of screams then  thuds and then pur silence....

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
@CTO :: better divert us to the surface, scan for a medical facility, the ship is under red alert we cannot transport in.::

CEO_Martin says:
OPS: you can try and restore auxilary power from up here though, it should be possible....

OPS_Rogers says:
::Gets into the auxillary power and tries to restore that::

CTO_Deimon says:
@COMM:Andy:We're in range requesting to beam our 2 patients and the doc directly to sickbay and then dock the Perseus

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
@:: shutters as she hears the medical staff go silent::

CEO_Martin says:
::attempts to override the atmosphere codes so she can emit the gamma radiation in the jefferies tubes::

OPS_Rogers says:
COMM: CTO: We are currently at red alert and dead bodies are dropping from the sickbay airvents. I do not believe that that is a good choice at the moment, but I will ask the captain.

OPS_Rogers says:
*CO*: The perseus is in range and is requesting to beam their injured aboard.

Host JemHadar says:
ACTION:  The CEO  gets the over rides

CTO_Deimon says:
@CMO:Doc,  now might not be the best time to beam to sickbay ::decides not to tell why::

Host Captain_Turner says:
*OPS*: Not with our current situation Lt.

Host JemHadar says:
ACTION:  Auxilry power comes up

OPS_Rogers says:
*CO*: Aye sir.

CEO_Martin says:
::over rides the codes and attempts to let the gamma radiation into the jefferies tubes in hopes that it will get ride of the supposed Jem Hadar mutant::

TO_Senek says:
::TL whirs to life::

Host JemHadar says:
ACTION:  Power is still out on deck 5

OPS_Rogers says:
COMM: Perseus: The captain has disapproved the transport.

OPS_Rogers says:
CEO: Auxillary power has been restored to all decks except for deck 5.

CTO_Deimon says:
COMM:OPS:Well, can I dock the Perseus

Host JemHadar says:
ACTION:  The radiation lets go .....

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
@CTO:: I say again divert to the surface, scan for a medical facility::

OPS_Rogers says:
COMM: CTO: That would also be a bad idea.

OPS_Rogers says:
::Tries to restore auxiliary power to deck 5::

CEO_Martin says:
::scans all the jefferies tubes for signs of the Jem Hadar mutant::

TO_Senek says:
::Arrives at the bridge, takes TAC::

Host JemHadar says:
::moves up to deck 7 and taking it;s razor claws starts tearing into the computer core::

CTO_Deimon says:
@COMM:OPS:Well, see, ummmm, our CNS and the JAG officer are dying, I personally know Andrei and I'd like to see him live, so, any bright ideas, cause I'm out for the time being

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Stands helpless::

OPS_Rogers says:
CTO: Please hold. We are having a bit of an emergency right now.

Host JemHadar says:
ACTION:  Power and computer functions start goign down.

OPS_Rogers says:
CEO: The computer core has been damaged severely. Perhaps a team should go down to deck 7 and try to fix it.

CSO_Sketek says:
::Sets internal scanners to search for any organic material::

Host Captain_Turner says:
*Bridge*: Whats going on up there Lt's!

Host JemHadar says:
ACTION:  There is bodies every were from deck 5-9

OPS_Rogers says:
*CO*: The computer core has been severely damaged. We are trying to fix the situation, sir.

Host JemHadar says:
ACTION:  there si organic material  everywhere since the crew is  organic

CTO_Deimon says:
@COMM:OPS:Well ain't that just dandy, we've got an emergency too, this is abit problematic ::turns around:: CMO:Doc, how long do ya think we can make it with just what we've got here on the Perseus?

CEO_Martin says:
::attempts to switch main computer power to another source...:: 

Host Captain_Turner says:
*OPS*: I need power to Deck 5 so I can get back up there. ::Attempt to route the situation monitors to a comm panel::

OPS_Rogers says:
*CO*: I will try, sir.

OPS_Rogers says:
::Tries to get any type of power back to deck 5::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
@CTO :: unknown::

Host Captain_Turner says:
*TO*: Where is that "thing" now?! Try to get a lock on it!

Host JemHadar says:
ACTION: OTher then crew there si a large organic material in the jeffies tupes on deck 7

TO_Senek says:
*CO*: We're trying to sir.. It seems to be cloaked somehow..

Host Captain_Turner says:
*OPS*: Once Tactical has a lock on it beam it to a security cell with a level 10 forcefield!

CSO_Sketek says:
TO: There is a large organic mass on Jeffries tube on the deck 7. I suggest you go there and eliminate it.

CTO_Deimon says:
@CMO:Looks like we're gonna find out

OPS_Rogers says:
CEO: I am picking up a large organic matter that isn't crew in the tubes on deck 7.

Host JemHadar says:
ACTION:  Power to deck 5 is cut as in it won't be coming back any tiem soon

OPS_Rogers says:
::Seals off deck 7 with forcefields::

TO_Senek says:
CSO: Yes sir.

Host JemHadar says:
ACTIOn:  with the computer core messed up  there are no force feilds

TO_Senek says:
::Heads for deck 7, calls 2 sec teams to come with him::

OPS_Rogers says:
*CO*: I can't get power to deck 5. All I can recommend is staying there.

CEO_Martin says:
OPS: how nice, I guess the gamma radiation didn't work after all....::rubs her head and trys to think of what to do::

TO_Senek says:
::Sees that the TL doesn't work::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
@CTO:: are there any medical facilities within range?::

Host Captain_Turner says:
*OPS*: Not an option Lt. Try a site to site transport and beam me directly to the bridge.

CSO_Sketek says:
TO: Use the Jeffries tubes then.

OPS_Rogers says:
CEO: I can't seal off deck 7. Perhaps we should have a few security teams at every tube exit?

Host JemHadar says:
ACTIOn:  THe gamaradiation work just computer core went just before it went

OPS_Rogers says:
*CO*: Aye sir.

OPS_Rogers says:
::Attempts a site to site transport::

TO_Senek says:
CSO: I'll have to use jeffries tubes myself.. it may take slightly longer.

Host JemHadar says:
:: takes another swipe inthe computer core::

CTO_Deimon says:
@::looks through the computer for any medical facilities in range::

OPS_Rogers says:
CEO: something is taking a huge swipe at our computer core.

Host JemHadar says:
ACTION:  the Andy's sheilds start to go down.

TO_Senek says:
::Starts to crawl through tubes to deck 7::

OPS_Rogers says:
*TO*: Something is attacking our computer core. Perhaps you should try there.

CSO_Sketek says:
*TO*: I have the creature on our sensors. It's obviously injured.

CTO_Deimon says:
CMO:Unless we can dock on the Andy I'm afraid not

CEO_Martin says:
OPS: what?! oh how nice....::attempts once more to switch the computers power source to another location on the ship::

Host JemHadar says:
ACTION:  The TO hears a russle of fabric in a side tunnel.

TO_Senek says:
*OPS*: I'm already headed there.

TO_Senek says:
::Turns to the sound, takes out phaser which is set to max::

OPS_Rogers says:
*Attempts to beam the thing attacking the core to the brig::

CEO_Martin says:
OPS: Will see if you can get a lock on that creature and transport it off the ship

OPS_Rogers says:
*CO*: Impossible sir. The computer is down. We're sitting ducks.

Host JemHadar says:
ACTION:  There is no function computer to the transporters .

OPS_Rogers says:
::Holds his phaser close.

OPS_Rogers says:
CEO: The transporters are down.

Host JemHadar says:
ACTIOn:  Up a head a darkskinned face apears wearing a SF uniform and captains pips.

Host Captain_Turner says:
*CEO*: I want the power back online ASAP but first I want you to construct something to erect a level 10 field around that thing.

OPS_Rogers says:
*CO*: Have you seen this thing that's attacking the computers?

Host Captain_Turner says:
*OPS*: Yes I have Lt.

Host JemHadar says:
<Man> TO:  Hi thank goodness it was you .....::grins::

TO_Senek says:
::Points phaser at the captain figure:: Stop!

CEO_Martin says:
self: dang it *CO* we're trying our best captain, but I'm afraid we can't do everything at once, but we are definatly doing our best

OPS_Rogers says:
*CO*: Is it the vulcan?

TO_Senek says:
::Walks back::

Host JemHadar says:
ACTIOn:  The man looks liek the Captain...

OPS_Rogers says:
*TO*: What is your status?

Host Captain_Turner says:
*OPS*: Yes it is. Its a shape shifter.

Host JemHadar says:
<Man> To:  Stand down Ensign.....

TO_Senek says:
*OPS*: I found something..

OPS_Rogers says:
*CO*: Shape shifter!?

Host JemHadar says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<end  Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host JemHadar says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<end  Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host JemHadar says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<end  Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


